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Finland

Abstract

When evaluatinq the effects of economic po1icy upon individua1s

the concepts of uti1ity, we11-being or we1fare change are often

used. These are usua11y unobservab1es which are approximated

using index number ca1cu1ations or consumer surp1us measures

based on observab1e information.

We consider a situation where a consumer maximizes a (unob

served, ordina1) uti1ity function u(q) under the budget restric

tion. Consumer's market demand system h(p,C) is supposed to be

known but the uti1ity function is unknown to the researcher.

The prob1em is to eva1uate whether the change in uti1ity bet-

. ° ° 1 1ween two arbitrary equi1ibrium situat~ons (p ,q ) and (p ,q )

is.positive, zero or negative. Revea1ed preference theory te11s

that h(p,C) in princip1e gives sufficient information to solve

the problem.

EFFICIENT METHODS OF MEASURING WELFARE CHANGE AND COMPENSATED

INCOME IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND FUNCTIONS*

1. Introduction

The prob1em is here formulated in terms of consumer

theory. A consumer chooses'a bund1e of goods q = (q1, ••• ,qnl

as if he were maximizing a we11 behaving ordina1 uti1ity

function u(q) under a budget constraint P'q = ~Piqi~C, where

P = (P1""'Pn ) and C > Odenote exogenous positive prices

and expenditure. Let qO and q1 be two equi1ibrium points

corresponding to price - expenditure situations (pO,eO) and

(p1;C1 ). Our problem is to find out whether the welfare change

from qO to q1 is positive (qO < ql), negative (qO > ql) or

zero (qO ~ ql), when the utility function is unknown to us.

If we do not know the demand functions qi ~ hi(p,C),i=l, ••• ,n-,

the prob1em cannot be genera11y so1ved. A11 we can infer if

we know on1y two equi1ibrium points (pO,qO) and (p1,ql) is

presented in the fo11owing revea1ed preference tab1e, see

Vartia (1976) ~ Afriat (1972, p. 20, 1977, p. 64-78).

L < 1
q

is

L = 1
q

L > 1
q

Incon-
1 <; q 0 siste.nt Inconsistent

q prefe- preferences
rences

q~ <; 0 1 0 Inconsistent
-"! q ~q preferences

Zene ef ql ~q0 1 0

Indeterminacy
q > q

Our operationa1 solution is based on the theory of Divisia

Törnqvist chain indices and consumer surp1us measures. We

present an a1gorithm to ca1cu1ate the compensated income
-1 1 °C = C(p ,q ) and the compensated (or Hicksian) demand

-1 1 ° 1 1 ° 1 °q = H(p ,q ) = h(p ,C(p ,q » for any (p ,q ) using on1y

the known market demand system q = h(p,C). The algorithm

easi1y interpreted usinq index number theory or consumer

surp1us measures and it is shown to work efficient1y.

P < 1
q

P = 1
q

Pq > 1

*) I am indebted to L. Törnqvist and P. Vartia for he1pful 1
conversations and advice and ta H. Vajanne for programming
the a1gorithm.



ently. This was demonstrated already by Sarnuelson (1947).

o 0In the Zone of Indeterminacy any two equ11ibr1um points (p ,q )

and (pl,q1) giving P < 1 < L cou1d be generated by numerousq q

alternative preferences some of which order qO and ql differ-

Instead of "Inconsistent preferences" we perhaps should write

"Imposs1ble under utility hypothesis". Note that if

PlO 1 0 10. L 1 0 1 0Pq = Q (q ,q ,p ,p ) > 1 then q r q and ~f Lq = Q (q ,q ,p ,p )

1 0
< 1 then q -<. q •

PlO 1 0Here Pq = Q (q ,q ,p ,p )

o 1 0 0p 'q /p.q are Paasche's
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111 0 L 1 010= P .q /p.q and Lq = Q (q ,q ,p ,p )=

and Laspeyres' quantity indices.
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The approximation of economic index numbers or measurement of

consumer surp1uses is comp1icated because of this kind of

main1y computationa1 difficu1ties c1ear1y demonstrated by

MCKenzie and Pearce (1976). Their theoretica11y e1egant

so1ution to the sarne prob1em is based on high order derivates

of the demand functions and its app1icabi1ity depends on how

easi1y these aan be eva1uated, see a1so G. McKenzie (1976).

Therefore their so1ution is as such unsuitable for computer

simulation. Our proposed solution presented in our algorithm

1s based on the theory of Divisia-Törnqvist indices and

Therefore we have to assume something more to proceed. We

1 nsuppose that the demand system h(p,C) = h (p,C) , ..• ,h (p,C»)

sat1sfying the standard utility hypothes1s is known to us

consumer surplus measures and it is easily taught even to

the "labourous full idiot", the computer.

although the utility function is not. Although the known

h(p,C) describes completety the market behaviour of our

consumer it is still difficult to evaluate when his satis-

2. Conceptua1 background

..
faction or utility has increased and when remained constant.

The revealed preference theory shows that demand functions

give alI the information needed to determ1ne the indifference

surfaces, see Samue1son (1948 and 1953), Houthakker (1950),

Uzawa (1960) and Stigum (1973). The upper and lower sequencies

of 'offer curves' used in revea1ed preference arguments approxi-

mate the indifference surface from above and be10w respectively

and converge therefore slowly towards it. Our a1gorithm gener-

ates sequencies of quantity vectors that approximate the in

difference surface more accurately and converge quickly towards

it. The principle of our algorithm was stated e.g. by

Bergson (1975, p. 39).

n+l
Let n = m+ be the non-negative quadrant of (n+1) dimensiona1

Euclidean vector space and 0* its subset. Consider functions

h: 0* ~ m~ assigning to any price-expenditure pair (p,C) in

, n0* one and only one quantity vector q = h(p,C) in m+. We are

liberal and cal1 h: 0* ~ m~ a demand funct10n (or system) if

h(p,C) is an element of the budget set B(p,C) = {qlp.q ~ C},

i.e.' if h satisfies BC:
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BC. Budget cond1t1on: V(p.C}EQ*: p'h(p,C} ~ C.

We do not cons1der here demand correspondences Or more

general choice functions where h(p,C} may denote a set of

q's, see Richter (1966). The narne ldemand function i is often

used only for h's that satisfy

- 5 -

WUH: Weak ut11ity hypothesis

nThe demand function h: n* ~ m+ 1s representable by some

utility functioh, i.e. there exists a function u: m~ ~ m

representing the given demand function.

Note that if u (q) represents h (p,C) and g: JR ~ m 1s strictly

B. Balance: V(p,C}En*: p·h(p,C) C increasing then also u(q) g(u(q» represents h(p,C). If

H. Homogeneity of degree zero:

V(p,C)En*:VA > 0: h(Ap;AC} = h(p,C} = h(p/C;l};

see e.g. Kihlström, Mas-Colell and Sonnenscheirt (1976); Shafer

(1974). As we said we are more 1iberal here.

A demand function h(p,C) may or may not correspond to some

(utility) function u: m~ -+ m. We say that a uti11ty function

u: JR~ ~ m represents a given demand function h: n* ~ m~ if

h(p,C) is the unique u-maximal element in any budget set B(p,C):

For all (p,C)En*: VqEB(p,C): q F h(p,C) • u(q) < u(h(p,C».

Sometimes such a u(q) is said to 'rationalize' h(p,C). We

try to apply here Richter's (1966) terminology, where 'ration-

a1ize' is used only in connection with (preference) relations

Rand is therefore more general.

A demand function may satisfy the following (rather weak)

utility hypothesis.

h(p,C) satisfies WUH then H is true, but e.g. B may well be

untrue. It is a standard practice in demand theory to derive

demand systems using a Lagrangian F(q,A) = u(q) - A(p.q-C),

where u(q) is sufficiently well-behaving utility function,

see e.g. Wo1d and Jureen (1953), Rajaoja (1958), Malinvaud

(1972, p. 12-42) ,Ph1ips (1974). Fo1lowing this line of

thinking gives rise to the following (rather strong) utility

hypothesis:

SUH: Standard utility hypothesis

The demand function h: n* ~ JR~ is representab1e by a standard

(i.e. continuosly twice differentiable, strictly increasing

and strict1y quasi-concave) utili ty function u: JR ~ ~ IR.

Our standard utility function is more specific than e.g. the

normal utility function of Afriat (1972, p. 32). Between the

weak and standard utility hypotheses there are many intermediate

cases, which complicates the issue. If SUH ho1ds for a h(p,C)

then it satisfies B and H, is continuous and differentiable
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and has many other niee properties. E.g. its Slutsky matrix

This assumption (together with minor teehniea1 assumptions)

is suffieient for our a1gorithm to work appropriate1y.

A(p,C), a (n x n)-matrix eonsisting of substitution terms

i i . i
aj(p,c) = hj(p,C) + h J (p,C)hn+1 (p,C), is symmetric (S) and

negative1y semidefinite (NSD) for alI (p,C)EQ*. Conditions

The questions whieh assumptions wou1d be necessary or what

wou1d our a1gorithm do in more general situations (e.g. in

the case of nontransitive consumer, see Shafer (1974» are

Sand NSD are just the economic integrabi1ity eonditions 1eft here aside.

eonsidered by Hurwicz (1971), see a1so Kih1ström, Mas-Co1e11

and Sonnenschein (1976) or Chipman and Moore (1976, p. 79 and
3. Compensated income and compensated demand

111) •

and shown 1ater by Shephard (1953, 1970) in the contex of

As demonstrated first by Hicks (1946) and Samue1son (1947)

produetion theory, L. ~icKenzie (1957), Diewert (1971), Afriat

(1972, 1977) and others it is possib1e to define the minimum

expenditure (or eost) function

!
I
I.

u(qO)}

-1 1 ° . 1C = C(p ,q ) = m1n p -q

°q-q

min (CIC = p1. q & u(q)

The prob1em is further specified as fo11ows. Choose any

priee-expenditure pair (pO,CO) and 1et qO = h(pO,CO) he the

(1)

corresponding unique market demand, where h(p,C) is

supposed to be known. Change prices pO ~ p1 and determine the

eompensated ineome (or rather compensating expenditure1 »

mln p.q
q-q

u(q)}p.q & u (q)min{CICC(p,q)

and the Hieksian (or compensated) demandunder fair1y general eonditlons on u(q). C(p,q) is the

minimum expenditure needed to bye the we11-belng determlned

by q (i.e. some q lndifferent to q) when priees are p. For

any given p the function C(p,q) of q is a uti1ity function,

(2) -1q 1 °H (p ,q ) 1 1 °h(p ,C(p ,q »

erties.

p. 17 and 36). If q = h(p,C) or (p,q) is an equi1ibrium pair

then C = P'q = C(p,q). We wi11 use C(p,q) free1y in our 1ater

operations and regard as evident that it is sufficient1y we11

behaving when u(q) is a standard uti1ity function. We suppose

in the seque1 that our demand system h(p,C) satisfies standard

uti1ity hypothesis SUH and has therefore alI these nice prop-

price vector pl

-1
other because q

-1 -1
Of course one of q and C

1 -1 -1 1 -1h(p ,C ) and C = P .q •

-1 1Here q is the cheapest bundle of goods under prices p ,

fo'r any given

1) To fix'ideas think that prices increase. Then more income
is needed to attain the previous 1eve1 of 1iving or to
compensate for the price change: eI > CO • Here el-cO is
the compensation (or needed extra income) in rnonetary units.,

-1 0 0 -1 0
100(~1-C )/C in percents and 1001n(C Ic ) in 10g-persents,
and C is the cornpensated income, which ine1udes the
cOlT!pensation. Compensa'ted demand curves are used to defin~
the substitution and income effects. Termino1ogy is rather

determines the

q ~ C(p,q) = C(p,q), see e.g. Afriat (1972,in partieu1ar q
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° -1which glves the sarne satlsfact10n as q and C 1s the least

expenditure needed to attain the satisfaction given by qO,

1when prices have changed to p • As our h(p,C) is supposed to

satisfy SUH a well-behaving utility function exists but is not

known. The compensated income (1) should be deterrnined using

only the market demand system h(p,C).

4. Economic price and guantity indices

(5) 1 ° .1 1-1 1 °Q(q ,q ;p ) > 1 _ C > C _ q >- q

1 ° 1 1-1 1 °Q(q ,q ;p ) = 1 - C = C - q ~ q

1 ° 1 1 -1 1 °Q(q ,q ;p 1 < 1 - C < c- _ q -< q

Or verbally: if the actual income c l = pl.ql exceeds (falls

-1
short) the income C just compensating for the price change

° i ° 1 .P ~ P then the welfare change from q to q ~s positive

-1 1(negative). If C = C the welfare has remained the sarne.

Next we give some differential expressions stating necessary

These quantitles allow us to compute e.g. the (Laspeyres'

type) economic price index

conditions for movements on the same indifference surface.

(31 p(pl,pO;qO) =C(pl,qOl/C(pO,qOL

C'l/CO

5. Conditions for movements on the same indifference

surface

and the (Paasche's type) economic guantity index

corresponding to any two equilibrium situations (pO,qO) and

11 t tt 101(p ,q ), where q =h(p ,C ), t=O,l. Because Q(q ,q ;p )

is for fixed qO and pl and for arbitrary variable ql a

utility function1 ), it solves e.g. our original problem:

Let t denote an auxiliary variable such that ° ~ t ~ 1 and

.'let p(t) be a differentiable curve in the price space

connecting pO = p(O) to pl = p(I). C(t) 1s any exoenditure

development starting from cO = C(O). If u(q) is a possible

ut11ity function, then V(p,C) = u(h(p,C» is the corr~sponding

indirect utility function. Derivating V(tl = V(p(t), C(t»

in respect of t we get

aV.(p(t) ,C(t» dC(t)

. aC(t) dt

aV(p(t) ,C(t» dp. et)
~ +

api(t) dt

n
L

i=l

dV(t)
dt(6)

qO)

1011110Q(q ,q ;p ) =C(p ,q )/C(p ,q )

= Cl/cl

1 0 1 °= (C /C )/P(p ,p ;

(4)

.10 1 2 ° 1 1 21) That ~s, Q(q ,q ;p ) = Q(q ,q ;p ) if and only If q - q ,

and Q(q1,qO;p1) > Q(q2,qO;pl) if and only if q1~q2. This
kind of general properties of (3) and (4) fol1owing from
those of C(p,q) are supposed to'be kn~~, see e.g. Samuelson
and Swarny (1974), Theil (1975, p. 112-144), Vartia (1976).

I
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Using ROy's theoreml ) we get

(7)
dV(p(t) ,C (t»

dt [
dC(t) dp (t)1

A(p(t);C(t» ~ - Zhi(p(t) ,C(t» ~t •

see e.g. Henrici (1964, p. 264); the compensated income C(t)

C(p(t),qO) is the only solution having this initial value.

Therefore by solving (8) or (9) we get just the compensated

income C(p(t) ,qO).

By the usual assumption A(p,C) > ° of insat1ation a necessary

and suff1cient cond1tion for h(p(t) ,C(t» moving on the same

indifference surface is that (7) equals zero which leads to

the first order differential equation in C(t):

Equations (7) and (8) correspond to the usual but somewhat

ambiguous total differentiai expressions dV = A(dC-~qidPi)

and dC = ~qidPi' see e.g. Silberberg (1972) I Burns (1973),

McKenzie and Pearce (1976).

(8)
dp. (t)

~dC(t) = Lhi(p(t) ,C(t» ~
~

By a s1mple transformation (8) may be expressed equivalently

as

Note that p(t) and the der1vates dPi(t)/dt are here known

functions. Integrating this we get an equivalent integral

equation

(10)
dlogp. (t)

dlo~~(t) = Lwi(P(t) ,C(t» ~.~ , where

i
wi(p,C) = Pih (p,C)/C

(9) C(t)-CO
t dp (t)

~fhi'p(t),C(t» ~t dt.

°
is the i

th
value share. The integrated version 1s

to the given price curve p(t).

The only solution C(t) starting from C(O) = CO = pO.qO is

also here the compensated income C(p(t) ,qO) corresponding

Note that when (11) 1s solved its left hand side is the

logarithm of the economic price index (3), log[C(t)/CO]

log[C(p(t) ,qO)/eO] = logP(p(t) ,pO;qO), and its ~ight hand

Let p(t) be any differentiable price curve connecting pO

1to P • By the definition (1) of compensated income C(t)

° °C(p(t),q ) the compensated demand H(p(t),q ) = h(p(t),

C(p(t),qO» moves on the indifference surface determined

by qO when tE(O,l] changes. Therefore the compensated income

C(t) = C(p(t) ,qO) is a solution of both (8) and (9) having

the initial value C(O) = cO = pO.qO = pOOh(pO,CO). Using

the uniqueness property of first order differentia1 equations,

. av(p C) i i
1) That ~s: av(p,C)/3Pi = - ac h (p,C) = -A(p,C)h (p,C).

For a short, e1egant and very general proof see Chipman
and Moore (1976, p. 74).

(11)
C (t) t

109-=0- =Lfw. (p(t) ,C(t»dlogPi(t).
C ° ~
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Side 15 the D1visia-Törnqvist integral representation of

o 010gP(p(t),p ;q ). The value shares in (11) are deterrnined

from demand h(p(t) ,C(t» constrained on the same indiffe-

rence surface.

-1 1 0Note that C = C (p ,q ) gives the only solution C (t) of

equations (8)-(11) for t=l and for arbitrary price curve

p(t) connecting pO to plo This means that the same compensated

income el results irrespective the choice of an appropriate

p(t) curve. If the left hand sides of (9) and (11) are written as

line integrals in the (n+l)-dimensiona1 (p,C)-space, these

line integra1s are independent ef the path of integration,

when h(p(t),C(t» moves on the same indifference surface.

This is shown and discussed e.g. by Si1berberq (1972,

p. 947-948), Burns (1973, 1977) and Bruce (1977).

- 13 -

The bracketed terms are pairwise equal. Approximating the

integrands hi(p(t) ,C(t» by the average of their end point

values, cf. Collatz (1960, p. 53), we get for k = 1,2; ••• ,N

(13) C(t
k

) - C(t
k

_ l ) ~

L~[hi (p (tk ) ,C (tk » +h
i

(p (tk- l ) ,C (tk _ l )] (Pi (tk ) -Pi (t
k

-
l

» •

Equations (12)-(13) form the basis of our a1gorithm. Simi1ar

a1gorithms are derived using other approximations for the

integrands or starting from equations (10)-(11).

The compensated income (l) and the Hicksian demand (2) may be

calcu1ated.simultaneously using the fo11owing a1gorithm.

A1gorithm 1: Let p(t) = pO~t(pl_pO), 0 < t < 1, be the 1inear

price curve connecting pO to p1. For a given integer N let

6. How to move on the same indifference surface
t k = k/N, Pk = p(tk ) and generate a sequence Cl" •• ,CN so that

1
Z(qk + qk-1) • (Pk - Pk- l ) ,

where qk = h(Pk' Ck ) ,

va1ues are (po,qo'CO)

-1 1 0Our a1gorithm ef ca1culating C = C(p ,q ) is based on

equations (8)-(9); a1most as simp1e a1gorithms may be

derived from (10)-(11).

(14) ck - Ck- 1

k = 1, ••. ,N and the starting

o 0_ 0 0 0
(p ,q - h (p ,C ),c ).

Choosing t
o

' t
l

, ••. , t N so that 0 = t o < t l < ••• < t
N

= 1

we derive from (9) the fo11owing The solution Ck of (14) is deterrnined iteratively as

fo11ows

(12)
N N

c1_cO=:l:[C(tk)-C(tk_l)] = L [I:
k=l k=l

t
k
f hi(P(t),C(t»dPi(t)]

t k- 1 (15) C(m)
k

1 (m-l) ) . (_ )
Ck - 1 + 2(q k + qk-1 Pk Pk - 1 ,
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1
2(Pk+Pk-l)· (qk-qk-l)

1
Pk-1· (qk-qk-1)~(Pk-Pk-1)·(qk-q k-1)H(Pk-1,Pk,qk-1,qk)(16)

h( c(m-1»
Pk' k

1s negligib1e

where q(~-l) =
IC(m)- C(m-1)

k k I

(0)
and C k = Ck-1~ k ~ 1. When

set C = C(m)and q = q(m)
k k k k

and start the ca1cu1ation for the next k.

Theorern 1: Under weak conditions given in Appendix C
N

-1 1 0converges to the compensated income C = C{p ,q ) and

is zero. To show this we only

121 121 2 1P • (q -q ) + 2(P -P ). (q -q )

and only if

1 2 1 2
need to note that H(p ,P ,q ,q )=

~(p2+pl) • (q2_q l) is zero if

-1qN = h(PN,CN) converges to the compensated demand q

= h{p
l ,Cl ) as N increases. The convergence is cubical,

errors decrease in relation to (l/N)3.

1 0H(p ,q )

Le.

(17) C2 _ cl ~(q2+qlL' (p2_p l)
1 2 1 2

H (q ,q ,p ,p )

expenditure has a decomposition

approximately that the change in expenditure is all needed

to compensate for the price changes. Generally, change in

where c2 = p2. q 2 and cl
The theorem and convercengel )of{15) are proved in appendix.

The idea of the a1gorithrn is to move by small steps in the in-

° -1 -difference surface from q to q . Each qk approximates qk

H(Pk,qO), the true compensated demand corresponding to Pk and

qO. Equation (14) is an accurate discrete analog for equation

(8). Actual1y (14) requires that (Pk,qk1 and (Pk-l' qk-l)

are two equ11ibriurn points, for which the Harberger welfare

indicator (see Harberger (1971), Diewert (1976»

(18) C2 _ cl

pl. q l. Equation (17) says

12121 121 2 1
2(P +p ). (q -q ) + 2(q +q j. (p -p )

121 2 1 2 1 2H(p ,p ,q , q ) + H(q ,q ,p ,p )
.'

into arithmetic contributions of quantity and price changes.

Note that this is the finite change version of dC = ~Pidqi +

1 2 1 2 .~qidPi. Therefore H(p ,p ,q ,q ) = ° ~f and only if (17).

1) Note that a practica1 way of writing (15) is

(15') C (m)
k

1 (m)
~ k . (Pk - Pk-l) + C*,

The tlecomposition (18) was the starting point of Stuvel

(1957) to derive his remarkable price and quantity indices.

stuvel's quantity index has e.g. the representation

where C* 1
Ck- l + 2 qk-l . (Pk - Pk-l) is independent of ffi.
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easy to work with. These facts enable us to say that (14)

consistent in aggregation and has other remarkable properties,

reacts correctly to extreme quantity or price changes, is

if (17) holds. These expressions are beatifully symmetric and

Thus our chain of quantity index calculations multiplies into

one. We have, approximately, followed a path of equilibrium

points, where the 10garithm of the Divisia-Törnqvist quantity

index, see Samuelson and Swamy (1974) and Vartia (1976),

Similar conditions using other index numbers and approximations

of demand functions (or Engel curves) appear in approximating

the economic or true price index, see. e.g. Frisch (1936), Wald

(1939) or Banerjee (1975) although notation sometirnes hides

the princiPles1 ). Banerjee (1975, p. 96-109) uses ecplicitely

Stuvel's index in his "factorial approach" but demand functions

do not appear explicitely. If pairs (Pk,qk) are observations

from "demand world" then Cl holds automatically, which is not

necessarily true if the researcher generates them.

2/Cl.C ).

Pq

where

1
"2(Lq~(Lq-Lp)

1 .
1 2 2 1

E........:..9.. E-...:..9:....
"2( 1 1 - 1 1)

P'q p.q

S 2, 1 2 1 F2 2 1
Q (q ,q ,P iP ) = A + VA + C /c ,

A

(19)

Stuvel's index satisfies the time and factor reversal testsi

see Stuvel (1957), van Yzeren (1958), Banerjee (1975) and

Vartia (1976, p. 140, 159-172). Van Yzeren shows e.g. that

(19) and Edgeworth's quantity index QE(q2,ql,p2,pl)

2 1 2 211 .(p +p )'q /(p +p )'q equal one together. We see at once

that this happens exactly if H(pl,p2,ql,q2) = 0 or equivalently

requires (when trying to remain on the same indifference

surface where the economic quantity index is identically

one) that we choose our smal1 steps so that the following

(20)
t

IJw. (t)dlogq. (t)o ~ ~

n t i
I Jw. (p(t) ,C(t»dlogh (p(t) ,C(t»

i=l 0 ~

two conditions are satisfied for alI k = 1, ••• ,N:

(Cl)

(C2)

The quantity vector qk is the demand corresponding
to prices Pk and expenditure Ck :

qk = h(Pk'Ck ) = h(Pk,Pk~qk)'

Stuve1's (or equivalent1y Edgeworth's) quantity index
comparing consequtive pairs (Pk-1,qk-1)' (Pk,qk) remains
equa1 to one:

s
Q (qk,Qk-1,Pk,Pk-l) = 1.

1) The considerations are intimately connected with e.g.
the concepts of consumer surplus, compensated and
equivalent income variations and different D1l1isia
Törnqvist line integrals, which provide a1ternative more
or 1ess different means to h~~dle prob1ems. But these
are often ~sed too free1y (arguments are omitted etc).
Notab1e recent artic1es agai~st or in favour of some
use of these measures are e.q. Bergson (1975), Bruce
(1977), Burns (1973, 1977), Chipman and Moore (1976),
Diewert (1976), Foster and NEwberger (1974), Harberger
(1971), G. McKenzie (1976), McKenzie and Pearce (1976)
and Silberberg (1972). We think that the things WQuld
become clearer if the different measures were discussed
in. relation to econor.lic price and quanti ty indices

1 0 1 0P(p ,p :q*) and Q(q ,q ,p*), where q* and p* are some
reference quantities and prices, see Samuelson and
Swamy (1974) and Vartta (1976). It is a sad fact that
only in sLmp1e homothetie cases these functions are
independent of q* and p*. This is one but on1y one
source of confusion.
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whlch for alI price-expenditure developments (p(t) ;C(t»

starting from (pO,Co) is identical with
1f the sarne method is used tb solve the differentla1

equation (10) in logarithrns we get the Algorithrn 2,

where (14) is replaced by

(21) ° tlog(C(t)/C ) - 'Lf\'l. (t)dlogp. (t)° J. J.

o n t
log(C(t)/C) - L fw. (p(t) ,C(t»dlogPi(t) ;

i=l 0 J.

(22) log(Ck/C
k

_ l )
n 1
i~12(Wl(Pk,Ck)+wl(Pk-l,Ck-l»lOg(Pk,1/Pk-l,1)

has rernalned equal to zero. This 1s a suff1clent l )condit1on

for rnovements on an lndifference surface. Note that here is no

trouble of the possible path dependency of the Divisia-Törnqvist

log pT(Pk,Pk-l,qk,qk-l).

Here we have the Törnqvist ':s price index for which

T 1 0 1 0 110 1 0logP (p ,p ,q ,q ) = 'L-2 (w. + w.)log(p./p.)
J. J. J. J.

line integral because for paths on the same indifference surface

it is path-independent, i.e. only end points matter. There

fore any convenient price-path in from pO to pl may be used.

(23)

n 1 1

L ltiqi

i=12 -r--lp 'q

o 0
Piqi 1 0

+ -o--o)log(Pi/Pi )·
p "q

These economic considerations led to the invention of our

algorithm. Mathematically the algorithm happens to be a

special case of Adams lnterpolation method for nurnerical solution

of differential equations, which is used in proving that it

works efficient1y, see the appendix.'

1) It is a1so necessary if A(P,C), the margina1 uti1ity of
expenditure, is positive.

Algorithm 2 works perhaps still better than Algorithm 1,

i
because value shares wi = wi(p,C) = Pih (p,C)/C are usually

more slowly changing characteristics than quantities

i
qi = h (p,C).

As in (14) iteration is also needed in (22) to solve C
k

•

Theorem 1 renarned as Theorem 2 is proved simi1ar1y for

Algorithm 2.

Using other price index nurnber formulas instead of (23)

we get other algorithms. It is intuitively c1ear that

convergence properties are not altered if Törnqvist's

index is replaced by Vartia-Sato index
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(24) VS 1 0 1 0logP (p,p,q,q)
n
L

i=l

1 0
L(wi,wi )

10
H(Wj,wj )

1 0
log(Pi/P i) 7. I11ustrative ca1cu1ations

where L(x,y) = (x-y)/log(x/y) is the logarithmic mean of

positive x and y, see Vartia (1974, 1976, 1976b) and Sato

(1974, 1976). Evident1y any quadratic approximation af (23)

and (24) for small relative changes in p's and q's, such as

Fisher's ideal index, Diewert-Sato quadratic mean of order r

indices (see Diewert (1974, 1975, 1975b), Sato (1974),

Vartia (1978», Stuvel's or Edgeworth's indices used in

Algorithrn 1, or just any good approximations of these

indices, cou1d be used to define a good 'substitute' for

Algorithrn 2. Note that Laspeyr3s' or Paasche's indices are

not sufficiently good approximations af these indices

and using them in place of (23) will slow down the

convergence, cf. Algorithm 3 in Appendix 1.

Using other efficient numerical methods (which are nurnerous,

see e.g. Co11atz (1960, p. 536» to solve differentia1

equations (8) or (10) leads to other efficient a1gorithms

to ca1cu1ate compensated income and compensated demand.

It is an easy task for a competent ADP specialist ta program

the A1gorithrn 1 for any computer1 ). Ca1culation can even be

carried out using on1y paper, pencil and a functional pocket

calcu1ator as shown be1ow.

It is convenient to present the ca1cu1ations in a table,

where co1umns are reserved for vectors Pk and q(~l and for

scalar C(~~ We i11ustrate the a1gorithm using the simp1e

example.of McKenzie and Pearce (1976), where h(p,Cl=
P2 C P1 C
(- (--+-), -(--+-». The dernand systern corresponds
P1 P1 P 2 P2 P1 P2

ta the "unknown" indirect uti1ity function V(p,Cl=C/P
1

+C/P2'

which we are not a110wed ta use here. The two equi1ibriurn

points are given in Table 1.

Tab1e 1.

Variab1e p q C

(0) Initial va1ues 1.0000 2.000~) 146.6667 36.6667 220.0000

(1) Final values 1.1000 1.6923 121.2119 51. 2125 220.0000,

You who know the utility function can check that the change

in ~atisfaction is zero, or qO and q1 1ay on the same in-

difference surface.

We start from the initial situation (pO,qO,CO), try to move

step by step on the indifference surface and approach the

point af compensated demand q1 = H(p1,qO), which here is

111equa1 ta q = h(p ,C )

use 4 steps, i.e. N = 4.

(121. 2119, 51. 2125). Let us first

1) A program written in GE 635 FORTRAN IV is avai1able
upon request~

1) McKenzie and Pearce (1976) have a missprint here.
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The calcu1ations run as fo11ows: First ca1cu1ate the 1inear

price path pO ~ PO,P1,P2,P3,P4 ~ p 1 given in Tab1e 2. In the

first row (k = 0) we have the starting va1ues (pO,qO,CO)

(po,qo'CO)' Using the demand system q ~ h(p,C) ca1cu1ate

(1) (0)
then for (k,m) ~(1,1) q 1 ~ h(P1'C 1) ~h(P1'CO) ~ (140.0092,

39.7751). Next form the average }(q(~)+ qO)' store it somewhere and

take the inner product }(q(i)+qo)· (P1-PO)' which gives c(i)~

220.6433. This is a new start and the next row is generated

. (2)_ (1) (2)_ 1 (2) •
sim11ar1y: q 1 -h(P1'C l)'C 1 -CO+2 (q 1 +qO) (P1-PO)' The

iteration for C(~)converges quick1y and after its convergence

ca1cu1ations for k ~ 2 proceed comp1ete1y in the same way.

Tab1e 2. Demand system: q h(p,C)
P2 C P1 C
(- (p +p ), -p (p +p »
P1 1 2 2 1 2

o
The five points q ~ qO,q1,q2,q3,q4 lie very near the same

indifference surface and q4 ~ (121.2074, 51.2106) accurately

-1 1 0
approximates q ~ H(p ,q ) = (121.2119, 51.2125). The economic

price index p(p1,pO; qO) ~ el/cO (which equa1s 1 here) is

estimated by C4/CO ~ 219.9917/220 ~ 0.99996 and the economic

quantity index Q(q1,qO; p1) ~ c1/e1 (which a1so equa1s 1 here

is estimated by c1
/C 4 ~ 220/219.9917 = 1.00004. Anyone who

daes not regard these estimates accurate enough may increase

the accuracy without 1imits by increasing the number of steps

from 4. It is convenient e.g. to ha1f the price steps, or

in some other way go through the previous price situations.

This makes it possib1e to check the ca1cu1ations and'contra1

the canvergence.

Approx1rnat1ons for the

Price sll;uatlon cornpensated cornpensated
demand 1ncorne

k m Pk q(~) C(rn)
k

0 1.0000 2.0000 146.6666 36.6666 220.0000

1 1 1.0250 1.9231 140.0092 39.7751 220.6433
2 140.'-186 39.8915 220.6439
3 140.4190 39.8916 220.6440

2 1 1.0500 1.8462 133.9518 43.3305 220.8727
2 134.0907 43.3754 220.8727

3 1 1.0750 1.7692 127.8064 47.1849 220.6632
2 127.6852 47.1402 220.6634
3 127.6853 47.1402 220.6634

4 1 1.1000 1.6923 121.5774 51. 3669 219.9904
2 121. 2066 51. 2103 219.9918
3 121.2074 51.2106 219.9917

Price steps: Pk - Pk-1 (0.025, - 0.076925)
Ornitting the figures referring to the iteration steps and

tabu1ating on1y the converged va1ues we get for ~ ~ 8 steps

the fo11owing tab1e, where a1so the economic price index

P(Pk,pO;qO) ~ Ck/CO comparing price situation Pk ta the

initia1 prices is inc1uded.
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Price steps: Pk-Pk-1-= (0.0125, - 0.0334625)

(1.0500, 1.8462) andAs a fina1 i11ustration 1et p2

C2

q2

221.0000. The demand system gives the quantity vector

h(p2,C
2

) = (134.1693, 43.3985), which the consurner

wou1dbyein this situation. Is the consurner better off in

P2 p
(_(_C_), --!,(_C_»
Pl Pl+P2 P2 Pl+P2

h(p,C)Table 3. Demand system: q

situation (2) than in situation (0) of tab1e 1?

From table 3 (row k = 4) we see that p(p2,pO;qO) ~ 1.0040 or that

0.40 % more money is needed in situation (2) to compensate'

for the price increase. Expenditure has increased actua11y

from 220 to 221 or 0.46 %. Hence real consurnption has

increased somewhat (about 0.06 %) and the consurner 1ies on

a higher uti1ity 1eve1. Table 2 gives the same results.

Approximations for the

Price situation compensated compensated economic
demand income price

index

k 111 Pk
q(m)= a C(m)=C o 0

k -k k k P (Pk'P ;q 1

0 1.0000 2.0000 146.6667 36.6667 220.0000 1. 00000
1 3 1.0125 1. 9615 143.5535 38.2482 220.3732 1. 00170
2 3 1. 0250 1. 9231 140.4198 39.8918 220.6453 1.00293
3 2 1.0375 1.8846 137.2260 '41.6002 220.8136 1. 00370
4 2 1.0500 1. 8462 134.0924 43.3759 220.8754 1.00398
5 2 1.0625 1.8077 130.8994 45.2219 220.8278 1. 00376
6 3 1. 0750 1. 7692 127.6878 47.1412 220.6677 1. 00304
7 3 1.0875 1. 7308 124.4580 49.1367 220.3921 1. 00178
8 3 1.1000 1.6923 121. 2106 51.2119 219.9976 0.99~99

" 8. Conclusions

AlI quantity vectors of Table 3 lie practically on the

sarne indifference surface. Every second row of table 3

correspond to a row of table 2, which makes it possible

e.g. to control the convergence.

Using 4 steps we ended to the approximation H(pl,qO) ~

1 °(121.2074, 51.2106) as 8 steps gave H(p ,q ) ~ (121.2106,

51.2119). The price steps are rather long even here, as

for the second comrnodity they are about 2 %. However, the

accuracy is sufficient for most purposes.

In computer simulations perhaps on1y the 1ast row of tab1es

such as 2 or 3 corresponding to H(p1,qO) deserves to be

We have considered a demand system h(p,C) satisfying the

standard uti11ty hypothesis SUH, i.e. which 1s representable

by some standard uti1ity function u(q). An efficient algorithm

is presented to calculate the compensated income C(pl,qO) =

min{pl.qlu(q) = u(qO)} and the compensated or Hicksiau demand

1 ° 1 1 ° .H(p ,q ) = h(p ,C(p ,q » as accurately as one wishes uS1ng

only the known market demand system h(p,C). A wel1-behaving

utility function u(q) exists by SUH but is not used nor needed

in the calculation. Using the compensated income C(pl,qO) we

may compute the 'true' or 'economic' price index (of the

, ) (1 ° 0) (1 0)/ ° ° d' ,Laspeyres type P p ,p;q = C P ,q P'q an 1tS pa1r,

the 'economic' quantity index (of the Paasche's type)

printed.
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are not warranted by economic

misuses as demonstrated by

However, as Our

theory and some are clearly

many notable recent articles.

algorithm is based on the Divisia-Törnqvist

theory of chain indices and on a consumer surplus measure it

provides an example of how these measures can be used a1so

outside the very restrictive case of homothetic preferences.
This calls for the inverse demand function r = ~(q), where

Q{ql,qO;pO) = pl.ql/C{pl,qO) for any two equilibrium points

(pO,qO) and (pl,ql). In fact the price index p(pl,pO;qO) may

be calculated by our method for any plo But to determine

Q{ql,qO;pl) for a given quantity vector ql we have to find

first some price vector pl satisfying ql = h{pl,pl. q l).

Of course, if pl is a solution, also Apl is one for any A > O.

r = p/C, see e.g. Chipman and Moore (1976, p. 104). Alterna

tively we may use some numerical method to solve ql = h(rl,l)

111for rand put p = Ar for some A > 0.

Starting from (pl,ql) instead of (pO,qO) and using the time

reversal relations

(25) 011p (p ,p ;q ) 1 0 1l/P{p ,p ;q )

° 1 0Q(q ,q ;p ) 100l/Q(q ,q ;p )
l'

101we may calculate similarly another pair of indices P(p ,p :q )=.

1 1 0 1 100 0 1 0 °P 'q /C(p ,q ), Q(q ,q ;p ) = C(p ,q )/p 'q , see e.g. Samuel-

son and Swamy (1974) or Vartia (1976). These give another de-

composition for the expenditure ratio

(26)
1 1

E.-..:..9
o qOp •

1 . I 1 1
p .hep ,0 -9 )° 0 Ö 0P 'h (p ,p -q )

10110 °P(p ,p ;q )Q(q ,q ;p ).

Index numbers of prices and quantities and different measures

of consumer surpIuses have great intuitive appeal to economists

and they are appIied constantly. Many of these appIications
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Aupendix 1: Proof of Theore~ 1.

~1e app1y the polygon method for the differentia1 equation

For the proof we need some resu1ts from the numerica1 solution (8) in the text

of differentia1 equations, see Co11atz (1960, pp. 48-114, 536)

or Henrici (1964, pp. 263-288). Let f(t,C) be a rea1 va1ued (4) dqt)
~

dPi (t)
Lhi(p(t), C(t» ~

function defined for t€[a,b] and for alI rea1 C and consider

a first order differential equation

(1) C' f(t,C) •

where the

p(t) = po

price path connecting po

1 °+ t(p -p ), ° ~ t ~ 1.

1and p is 1inear,

We have dPi (t)/dt
Equation (1) symbo1izes the fo110wing prob1em, see Henrici

(1964, p. 263): Find a function C = C(t), continuous and

differentiab1e for alI t€[a,b], such that
(5) f(t,C)

1 0
(Pi-Pi ) 50 that for p(t)

ilO
rh (p(t) ,C) (Pi-Pi)

° 1 0P + t(p -P )

(2) c ' (t) f(t, c (t»

h(p(t) ,C) • (p1_p O).

for alI t€[a,b].
The equation (3) becomes A1gorithm 3:

solution C(t) for points t = t O,t1 , ••• ,tN is approximated by

values CO'C1 ' .• "C
N

calculate~ by the formula

where f k- I = f(tk_ 1 , Ck- 1 ). Collatz (1960, pp. 53-59) proves

that if a Lipschitz condition is satisfied the error Ck-C(tk )

tends to zero 1inearIy, i.e. Iike IIN, as the step (b-a)/N ~ 0.

Let N be a positive integer and t k = a+k(b;a), so that t o = a

and t N = b, t
k
-t

k
- 1 = (b-a)/N is often ca11ed the step 1ength

or step and denoted by h. A simp1e but rather crude numerica1

method of solving (1) is the "po1ygon method", where the exact

A more efficient method for integrating (1) is Adams inter-

Ck- 1 + qk-l • (Pk-Pk-1)'

1 1 °Ck - 1 + N h(Pk-I'Ck _ I ) . (p -p )Ck(6)

polation method of order 1 which in the notation of Collatz

where Pk = p(tk ) and qk-I = h(Pk-l,Ck_ l )· Here Ck converges

Iinearly to the solution C(tk ) of (4), when the step l/N and

therefore the price steps Pk-Pk-l = (pl_po)/N approach zero.

This slowly converging aIgorithm corresponds to Samuelsons

(1948) "Cauchy-Lipschitz" approximation. Here c~s approach

the compensated income curve C(t) from above.

b-a
Ck- l + (~) f k- l ,Ck(3)

(1960, p. 85 and 536) is presented by
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1
Yr + h(fr +l - 2 7fr +l )

f
Y

r
+ h ( r+l + f2 r)
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Equation (10) is equivalent to equation (14) of our

Algorithm 1. The tinknown Ck contained on both sides of

the equation is determined by iteration as shown in (15),

ef.also Collatz (1960, p. 86). The convergence of the

and in our notation by iteration is considered in Appendix 2.

see Henrici (1964, p. 264): There exist a constant L such

convergence is that f(t,C) satisfies the Lipschitz condition,

It rnay be proved, see Henriei (1964, pp. 280-3), that the

error Ck-C(tk ) vanishes eubieally, i.e. like (11m 3 , as

the step (b-a)/N ~ 0. A suffieient condition for the

(8) Ck
C + b-å f k fk-l (---) ( + k-lN ~ ) • We conclude that Algorithm 1 for solving (4) corresponds

exactly to Adams interpolation method of order 1. There

fore Alogorithm 1 converges cubically, i.e. Ck-C(tk )

vanishes like (1/N)3, as l/N and the price steps Pk-Pk-l

(~-pO)/N approach zero. A sufficient condition for the

convergence is that f(t,C) = h(p(t) ,C) . (pl_pO) satisfies

the Lipschitz conditioJ) (9) or (which is somewhat over-

that for any y,z and alI tE[a,b] restictive)

(9) If(t,y) - f(t,z) I :5 Lly-zl. (11)
d

dC f (t,C)
d ilO

I: dC h (p(t) ,C) (Pi-Pi)

This is a very weak condition which is satisfied e.g. if

the derivate :C f(t,C) exists and is bounded by L for alI

tE[a,b].

is bounded by some L for all tE[O,l]. If e.g. all the

"income elasticities" dloghi(p(t) ,C)/dlogC are bounded

1 °by e and M = max I (Pi-Pi)/Pi(t) I when tE[O,lJ we have, ef.

Appendix 2,

Applying the Adams interpolation method (8) to equation

(4) with p(t) = po + t(pl_pO) leads to the following equation (12)
d

'dC f(t,C)1
II: dloghi(p(t) ,C)

dlogC
h i 1 °(e) (Pi -Pi) I

(10) Ck
1

Ck- l + 2 (qk+qk-l) . (Pk-Pk-l)'
. 1 °h~(p(t) ,C)p. (t) Pi-Pi

- ~ I I 1:5 lI:el r ei (t)

where PK = p (k/N), qk h(Pk'Ck ) and k = 1, ..• ,N. wbile in equation ~e·M

(6) the price change Pk-Pk-l was weighted by the "old basket"
. 1

qk-l = h(Pk-l,Ck- l ), we have here the mean basket 2 (qk+qk-l) . 1) Note that this is just the condition 6. of Stigum (1973,
p. 412).
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so that L = eM works as a Lipschitz constant. It is difficult

to imagine cases where the Lipschitz condition is not satis-

fied. Therefore the convergence is quaranteed in most practical

cases.

- 33 -

Let M = max I (Pk . - Pk-l i)/Pk . I be the greatest relative
i ,~ , ,l.

price change and choose a constant e so that alI the income

elasticities

are bounded by e, \ei(Pk'x) I ~ e, when xE[a,b]. Then

Especially for t = t N = 1 CN approaches C(t
N

) = C(l) (=the

compensated income eI = C(pl,qO) as discussed in the text)

1 1 -1 -1
and therefore qN = h(p ,CN) ~ h(p ,C ) = q , the compensated

demand, when l/N ~ 0. Theorem 1 is proved.

(4) ei (Pk'x)
i

alogh (Pk,x)/alogx

Appendix 2: Convergence of the iteration over m in Algorithm 1.

Iteration (15) over m is the ordinary cob-web-iteration

x
m

= f(x
m

_
1
), m = 1,2, .•• , where

i

(5)
1 Pk . h P .-p

If' (x) r ~ "2 Lie. (Pk'X) II .,1 II k,1 k-l,i 1
1 . X Pk,i.

1
M Pk . h (p . x)

< ~ E,1 k,1, _ ~t
- 2 x - "2

because of the budget constraint. Therefore (2) is satisfied

(1) f(x) 1
Ck - 1 + "2(h(Pk'x) + qk-l) . (Pk-Pk-l)·

when only M is chosen sufficiently small.

"

convergence.

less than ± 0.4 or 40 % is sufficient to quarantee the
A sufficient condition for its convergence to a unique

s01ution x = f(x) for alI starting values xoE[a,b], is

that f(x) is differentiab1e and

E.g. if e 5 then choosing alI the relative price changes

(2) I f' (x) 1 :5 L for all xE [a,b],

where L is some constant smaller than 1, see e.g. Henrici

(1964, pp. 61-66). Derivating (1) we get

(3) f' (x)
1 a i
-2 L-;;- h (Pk,X) (pk . - Pk-' .)

oX ,1. .L,1.

i h. )
1:. L~(2.) (Pk i - Pk - 1 ,i .2 a10g)( x ,
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